FRENCH 1 PROJECT

Paris
Construction Model / Poster
(200 pts.)

PHASE 1
Task: Each student will choose a famous landmark in Paris to research. After research has been
completed, each student will build a construction model of the landmark chosen. The construction
model must be at least the size of a shoebox and cannot be made of certain materials listed below. The
model must be as close of a representation of the original structure as possible. It should be detailed and
neatly done!
MATERIALS NOT TO BE USED!!!:
Clay
Glass
Food
SUGGESTED MATERIALS TO USE:
Paper
*Styrofoam
*works really well!
Paint
Wood
*Cardboard
*Foam board
You may choose from the list of Parisian landmarks* listed here below, however you are not limited to
this list:
La Tour Eiffel
L’Hôtel de ville
Le Pont Neuf
La Conciergerie/Le Palais de Justice
L’Arc de Triomphe
L’Arche de la Défense
L’Arc du Carrousel
Le Musée du Louvre
Le Musée d’Orsay
L’Hôtel des Invalides
La Basilique du Sacré Cœur
Le Palais Royal
Notre Dame de Paris
Père Lachaise Cimetière
l’Elysée

Le Stade de France
Place de la Concorde
Église de la Madeleine
L’Assemblée Nationale
Le Centre Georges Pompidou
Le Panthéon
La Sorbonne
La Tour Montparnasse
Le Moulin Rouge
L’Opéra Garnier
Le Sénat/Le Jardin du Luxembourg
L’Opéra de la Bastille
Place Vendôme
Le Palais de Chaillot/Trocadéro

*Using the website « Google Maps », you can get a good look at each landmark from satellite and even
from on the street! Here is the link:
http://maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&tab=wl

PHASE 2
Task: Next, each student will make a creative poster with information, pictures, history, etc. on their
chosen landmark.
WHAT SHOULD THE POSTER BE LIKE?
The poster should be attractive, neat, and finished! It should be no smaller than 15 inches by 20 inches.
The poster should represent what your landmark is all about. There should be plenty of information,
WRITTEN IN YOUR OWN WORDS, about the landmark on your poster in addition to lots of photos,
with nice layouts and neatly done lettering please!!
It must include important facts and details about the landmark you have chosen including, but not limited
to, the following:
-What is the major historical background of this structure?
-Why was it built and by whom?
-When did construction start and when was it finished?
-Why is this landmark so significant to the city of Paris?
-How many tourists visit each year?
-On the back of the poster, include a list of websites where you got your information!*
NO PLAGIARISM! If there is evidence of plagiarism in the information that you put on the poster
then you will receive a 0%.

HOW WILL YOU BE GRADED?
Model (100 pts.)
Poster (100 pts.)
TOTAL>>>>>>>>>> 200 PTS.

DUE DATE??? ____________________________________________

Learning Target:
I can describe and explain the cultural significance of a Parisian landmark
to the history and the culture of the French-speaking world.

NOM DE L’ELEVE: ___________________________ CLASSE: _____________ TRIMESTRE: ______

RUBRIC for CONSTRUCTION MODEL:
4 = 100

3 = 80

2 = 60

1 = 40

0 = 20

Your model is an
excellent, almost
picture-perfect,
smaller-scale replica
of the original
Parisian landmark.
Your choice of
building materials,
level of creativity,
and attention to
artistic detail help to
create the nearly
perfect replicated
image of your
chosen landmark.

Your model is a
very close
representation of
your chosen
landmark though
your choice of
building materials,
level of creativity,
and/or attention to
artistic detail may be
lacking a few areas.

Your model slightly
resembles your
chosen landmark
due to the fact that
your choice of
building materials,
level of creativity,
and/or attention to
artistic detail is
somewhat lacking.

Your model
barely resembles
your chosen
landmark due to the
fact that your choice
of building
materials, level of
creativity, and/or
attention to artistic
detail is seriously
lacking.

Your model does
not resemble your
chosen landmark
due to the fact that
your choice of
building materials,
level of creativity,
and/or attention to
artistic detail is not
all apparent or
observable.

RUBRIC for POSTER:
4 = 100

3 = 80

2 = 60

1 = 40

0 = 20

Your poster is
super creative,
attractive, neat, and
looks 100% finished!
It meets all criteria
for size and content;
it has a list of all
websites referenced
on the back, it is
nicely laid out and
neat lettering, and
has a good balance
between
information and
images.

A few of the musthaves on the criteria
for the poster are
lacking from yours. I
will list them here:

Some of the musthaves on the criteria
for the poster are
lacking from yours. I
will list them here:

Most of the musthaves on the criteria
for the poster are
lacking from yours. I
will list them here:

Too many of the
must-haves on the
criteria for the
poster are lacking
from yours. I will list
them here:

